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About This Game

Dracula: Origin reveals the dark origins of the Dracula curse. Once the ardent defender of Christendom, Dracula loses his faith
in God when he is abandoned by his one true love after she marries. Dracula then makes a pact with the Prince of Darkness, and
becomes a vampire. As time goes by, Dracula discovers the existence of a manuscript that allegedly details a rite which brings

damned souls back from the beyond.
In Dracula: Origin, the player takes the role of the famous Professor Van Helsing whose life's aim is the destruction of Dracula.

Van Helsing must stop the vampire from finding the manuscript. A rich adventure that takes him from London to Egypt,
Austria and through Carpathian Europe right into the terrifying home of the Dark Prince.

Features:

A fantastic, gothic, romantic atmosphere faithful to Bram Stoker's original universe for a total immersion in the
adventure.

A relentless hunt throughout several countries, in pursuit of one of the most terrifying characters in fantastic literature.

Superb graphics combining 2D environments and 3D characters backed by an excellent scenario.

Interact with more than 40 characters. Use and combine more than 150 objects belonging to the vampire world (stake,
statue, garlic, mirror and many more).

Help system that shows the interactive possibilities (objects and actions) to help players in need.
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Title: Dracula Origin
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Frogwares
Publisher:
Frogwares
Release Date: 20 May, 2008

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Supported OS: WINDOWS XP SP2/VISTA

Processor: PENTIUM 4 1.5 GHZ/ATHLON XP 1500+

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB DIRECTX 9 COMPATIBLE GRAPHICS CARD

DirectX Version: DirectX 9.0c or Higher

Sound: DIRECTX 9 COMPATIBLE SOUND CARD

Hard Drive: 3 GB HARD DISK SPACE

English,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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